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Abstract. Mammary microcalcifications (MCs) are calcium 
deposits that are considered as robust markers of breast cancer 
when identified on mammography. MCs are frequently associ-
ated with premalignant and malignant lesions. The aim of the 
present review was to describe the MC types and associated 
radiological and pathological aspects in detail, provide insights 
and approaches to the topic, and describe specific clinical 
scenarios. The primary MC types are composed of calcium 
oxalate, hydroxyapatite and hydroxyapatite associated with 
magnesium. The first type is usually associated with benign 
conditions, while the others remain primarily associated with 
malignancy. Radiologically, MCs are classified as benign 
or suspicious. MCs may represent an active pathological 
mineralization process rather than a passive process, such 
as degeneration or necrosis. Practical management of breast 
specimens requires finely calibrated radiological pathological 
procedures. Understanding the molecular and structural devel-
opment of MCs may contribute to breast lesion detection and 
treatment.
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1. Introduction

Mammary microcalcifications (MCs) are deposits <0.5 mm 
in diameter within the breast tissue. This radiological feature 
was first described by Albert Salomon, a German surgeon who 
imaged >3,000 surgical specimens in an attempt to describe 
the association of MCs with breast cancer and tumor spread to 
lymph nodes (1). In diagnostic mammograms, MCs were first 
described in 1951 and became progressively crucial in cancer 
detection. Currently, 30‑50% of non‑palpable breast cancers 
are detected solely by MCs revealed by mammography (2‑4).

The presence of MCs in mammograms strongly 
suggests premalignant or malignant lesions. The type and 
composition of MCs are crucial for risk stratification. For 
example, pleomorphic or fine linear MCs are strongly asso-
ciated with malignancy, as demonstrated in a meta‑analysis 
involving >10,000 patients (5).

Most breast calcifications are dystrophic and appear in the 
terminal ductal‑lobular units, and they associated with various 
pathological processes, such as fluid collections in cysts, 
inflammation, infection, and benign or malignant tumors (6,7). 
The aim of the present review was to provide details regarding 
the types of MCs and associated radiological and pathological 
aspects, in order to provide insights and practical approaches 
to the topic, including specific clinical scenarios.

2. Microscopic localization of MCs

Histologically, MCs are calcium‑related deposits in the 
mammary ductal‑lobular units associated with an epithelial 
component, such as microcystic adenosis, sclerosing adenosis, 
cystic lesions and proliferative lesions (6). MCs may also be 
entrapped within a mesenchymal component, either in the 
stroma (stromal reaction within a malignant tumor) or they 
may appear as fibrous lesions with a connective component 
(fibroadenoma), a fibrotic healing process, or steatonecrosis 
(Fig. 1) (6).

At the biochemical level, MCs are generally classified into 
two main types: Type I, composed of calcium oxalate (CO), 
and type II, composed of hydroxyapatite (HA). The classifica-
tion is based on chemical composition and mammographic 
characteristics, including morphology, distribution and density 
(Table I) (8‑10). The difference between types is significant 
because evidence suggests that type II is often associated with 
malignant lesions (11).
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CO is produced by apocrine cells in the breast and is 
frequently associated with benign breast tissue alterations. 
CO cannot be metabolized by mammalian cells, and evidence 
suggests that its presence may metabolically affect epithelial 
cells, as it was shown to induce proliferation and c‑Fos overex-
pression in MCF‑7 cells (12).

Type II MCs may be associated with benign and malignant 
breast entities; they are present in a wide range of benign 

entities, such as fibroadenomas, fibroadenosis and sclerosing 
adenosis, and may be partially attributed to two mechanisms 
that are also associated with malignant invasive cancer in 
experimental models, namely necrosis and fibrosis (9,13). 
Collagen type I is commonly associated with osteogenesis, 
and it is a significant component of benign nodular lesions, 
such as fibroadenomas and areas of fibroadenomatoid changes. 
Indeed, detection of type II collagen in these lesions is common 
in clinical practice (10).

Another morphological feature present in benign as well 
as malignant entities is macrophage recruitment. It has been 
reported that tumor‑associated macrophages (TAMs) that 
secrete cytokines play a pivotal role in MCs. Cysts, areas 
exhibiting damage, such as adiponecrosis or inflammation, 
and previous surgical procedures are associated with MCs and 
they are usually densely infiltrated with macrophages (14).

Recently, a novel third biochemically distinct form of MC 
has been described as magnesium‑substituted HA (Mg‑HA). 
Mg‑HA and type II MCs are robustly associated with malig-
nancy (15). Scimeca et al (15) observed that CO MCs were 
associated with benign lesions in 81.8% of the cases (18 of 22), 
whereas 97.7% (43 of 44) of malignant lesions displayed 
complex forms of MCs, primarily composed of a different 
form of HA, namely Mg‑HA; this form was present only in 
malignant lesions (23 of 44).

3. Etiology of MCs

Dystrophic calcification is traditionally considered a passive 
feature associated with cell degeneration and necrosis 
and, therefore, is considered to be a passive and unspecific 
process (16). However, breast MCs are under pathophysi-
ological scrutiny. While type I MCs are usually associated 
with cysts or fat necrosis (a representative example of passive 
deposits), type II MCs are more frequently associated with 
abnormal epithelial cells (16).

Bone HA deposition represents an active cell‑mediated 
process (17) and is part of physiological mineralization. 
However, breast MCs occur outside the skeleton and, there-
fore, are considered to represent a pathological mineralization 
process. Moreover, evidence suggests that MCs may be 

Figure 1. Histopathological representation of MCs within different types 
of breast lesions. (A and B) MCs associated with columnar cell lesion 
(HE staining; magnification, x200); (C and D) Steatonecrosis and dystro-
phic calcifications [HE staining; magnification, (C) x200 and (D) x400]. 
(E and F) Fibroadenoma showing stromal MCs [HE staining; magnification, 
(E) x100 and (F) x200]. MCs, microcalcifications.

Table I. Description of differences among type I, II and Mg‑HA of MCs according to distinct features.

Features of MCs Type I Type II Mg‑HA Refs.

Composition CO (CaC2O42H2O) Calcium HA [Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2] Mg‑HA [Mg10(PO4)6(OH)2]   (8)
Association with lesions Benign disease Benign and malignant disease Mostly malignant disease   (8)
Carbonate Not present More carbonate in the Data not available   (9)
  malignant the lesion
Color in optical microscopy Amber or transparent Opaque, grey/white Opaque, grey/white   (9)
Birefringence in polarized Birefringent Non‑birefringent Non‑birefringent   (9)
light microscopy
Experimental effect in  Not capable of Capable of inducing motility Data not available (13)
breast cancer cell lines inducing motility

MCs, microcalcifications; CO, calcium oxalate; HA, hydroxyapatite; Mg‑HA, magnesium‑substituted HA.
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regulated similarly to physiological bone mineralization. 
Mineralization also occurs in apoptotic cells and vesicles 
found in the intracellular and extracellular matrices (18). 
The latter is the most common source of breast MCs, 
suggesting that mammary MC formation is an active secre-
tory rather than a passive process, such as in degeneration or 
necrosis (19,20).

When MCs are associated with epithelial cells, it is possible 
that, under specific circumstances, a subpopulation of epithelial 
breast cells may undergo epithelial‑to‑mesenchymal transition 
(EMT) and then switch to osteoblast‑like phenotypes (21). In 
concordance to this rationale, other reports demonstrated that 
the expression of certain osteogenic proteins, such as osteo-
pontin and bone morphogenetic protein 2, is upregulated in 
breast cancer (22‑27).

While these osteogenic features are well‑documented in 
invasive breast cancer and in breast cancer cell lines in vitro, 
the reports on EMT features are scarce; changes related 
to mineralization and osteogenic model were reported in 
proliferative and precursor epithelial lesions associated with 
MCs (15). Although discrimination according to biochemical 
properties could improve the predictive value of MCs in 
mammograms, this requires biopsies providing sufficient 
samples for chemical determination, and this procedure is 
currently designed for diagnostic purposes only. An improve-
ment in this setting would be using mass spectrometry profile 
from fine‑needle aspiration samples (28,29).

Unlike type I MCs, type II MCs may also be associated 
with malignant entities; therefore, the presence of casting‑type 
HA MCs raises suspicion. The problem is that HA MCs are 
also frequently associated with benign entities (30,31).

4. Radiological classification of MCs

MCs are commonly seen on mammograms and, therefore, 
there are well‑described radiological patterns that help distin-
guish benign from potentially malignant calcifications (32). 
According to the fifth edition of the Breast Imaging Reporting 
and Data System (BI‑RADS), MCs are classified as benign 
and suspicious. Benign calcifications on mammography 
are typically more extensive, coarser, rounder with smooth 
margins, and more easily seen than malignant calcifications 
(Fig. 2; Table II). Calcifications associated with malignancy 
are usually small in size and often require magnification to 
be well‑visualized. MCs must be described according to 
morphology and distribution (33).

Suspicious morphology includes coarse heterogeneous 
appearance, amorphous nature, fine pleomorphic elements, 
and fine linear branching calcifications. The risk of malig-
nancy of each descriptor are 13, 27, 50 and 78%, respectively 
(Fig. 3). The five distribution categories are diffuse, segmental, 
regional, grouped and linear (5).

Calcifications are extremely frequent alterations seen in 
80% of mammograms, they mostly reflect a benign process 
and are not associated with cancer. However, when they present 
as small particles (MCs), grouped and polymorphic, they may 
be associated with malignancy (34‑36). Mammography is the 
main modality used to evaluate these alterations. MRI has 
shown encouraging data in the diagnosis of breast cancer; 
however, its role in the evaluation of MCs remains under 
study, most likely because of low‑grade lesions that exhibit 
little angiogenesis. Breast ultrasonography was also shown to 
lack the ability to detect MCs, as breast nodules are the lesions 
most often identified using ultrasonography (34‑36).

Figure 2. Examples of typically benign calcifications. Digital zoom mammo-
graphic projection images show (A) rim calcifications: Lucent‑centered (left) 
and eggshell (right) calcifications have been combined into one category; and 
(B) round calcifications: Round (left) and punctate (right) calcifications have 
been combined into one category.

Table II. Distinct features of typical benign and malignant‑related MCs in mammograms.

Characteristics Benign breast lesions Malignant breast lesions

MCs Spaced  Compact clusters
Amount of carbonate Higher  Lower
Shape Ring‑shaped Vermicular, casting‑type
Protein matrix/mineral ratio High  Low
Rate of Mg substitution Lower  Higher

MCs, microcalcifications.
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5. MC management and biopsy with radiological guidance

MCs represent a challenge in terms of detection and inter-
pretation. Small, grouped MCs are easy to miss and difficult 
to interpret. When MCs do not exhibit benign features on 
screening mammography, the patient must be recalled for 
assessment using alternative mammogram views (32,34). 
Final radiological evaluation leads to three possibilities: i) On 
magnified or supplementary views, MCs may be considered 
typically benign and classified as BI‑RADS 2, and then 
follow‑up is recommended; ii) MCs that are rounded and 
grouped may be classified as BI‑RADS 3, and another imaging 
6 months later for re‑evaluation of stability is sufficient; and 
iii) when MCs exhibit suspicious morphological characteris-
tics, they are classified as BI‑RADS 4, and stereotactic biopsy 
is recommended (33).

Breast image‑guided biopsies vary immensely technically. 
The size of the biopsy needle varies according to local proto-
cols, device availability and indications on a case‑by‑case basis. 
Open excision is the final option, and the most frequent diag-
nostic procedure employed worldwide is a core biopsy. More 
recently, vacuum‑assisted breast biopsy (VABB) has become 
more common (32,37). Core biopsies are usually performed 
using a 14G needle, which may be helpful to establish a benign 
diagnosis, such as microcystic or fibroadenomatoid change, or 
a malignant diagnosis of invasive cancer; however, this method 
may underestimate the nature of the disease in ~27% of cases 
when ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and indeterminate 
lesions, such as atypia, are present (32,37).

VABB uses a large caliber device ranging from 7 to 12G. 
In most cases, a 14G biopsy is sufficient to make the diagnosis; 
exceptions are made when there are very small (<5 mm) or 
scattered microcalcified clusters, and VABB is preferred in the 

first instance (32,34). In cases of MCs >10 mm in size, a core 
needle biopsy can be used alternatively (35,36).

When MCs are detected only on mammography or in 
non‑nodular lesions, they usually require stereotactic guid-
ance to ensure a safe biopsy procedure, proper investigation 
of MCs, and provide high‑quality samples (38). The number 
and width of the fragments are larger, comparable to samples 
obtained in surgical procedures (32), and MCs are easily 
retrieved according to Meyer et al (39). Standard automated 
needle devices were able to retrieve MCs within the sample 
in 90.8% of the cases compared with 95‑100% in samples 
extracted using a vacuum‑assisted device (11,39). This 
procedure allows pathologists to gain access to more tissue 
for analysis, improving diagnostic accuracy. It is estimated 
that at least two cores with at least five calcium specks are 
sufficient (38).

The false‑negative rate with VABB is low, and the correla-
tion with final diagnosis is high, although there remains some 
degree of underestimation (~12%). Consequently, the likeli-
hood of subsequent alteration in the grade of the lesion on 
follow‑up is minimal. This procedure also has the advantage 
of achieving a definitive diagnosis with a single pass, reducing 
the duration of the procedure, as the needle is introduced only 
once and the samples are large in volume (38).

Other advantages are the allowance for placement of 
a titanium marker at the biopsy site and a lower diagnostic 
underestimation rate compared with core needle biopsy (39). 
Although vacuum‑assisted large core biopsy provides a number 
of benefits, its cost is substantially greater compared with that 
of a 14G biopsy. Furthermore, this device is not yet available 
in many countries and underdeveloped regions. The surgical 
approach using segmental excision remains the only alterna-
tive in several facilities worldwide. In such cases, surgical 
and pathological management are crucial for determining the 
presence of MCs within the parenchyma (32,41).

6. Sending MC specimens to the pathology laboratory

It is crucial to obtain X‑ray images of all fragments obtained 
from breast biopsies for MC evaluation in order to select those 
with MCs; the presence, size and morphology of the MCs 
should match the mammography findings (Fig. 4A). Once the 
fragments containing MCs are identified on X‑ray, it is usually 
recommended to keep the affected fragments in vials separate 
from the others. If possible, it is advisable to send the original 
X‑ray image taken from the fragments along with the samples 
to the pathology laboratory. This procedure is meant to help 
the pathologist identify MCs and determine which lesions are 
associated with them (38).

Pathological management and report of MC‑related lesions. 
In this setting, the pathologist will receive two vials from the 
same breast lesion, one containing fragments with MCs and 
the other containing the remaining fragments (supposedly 
without MCs). These should be distinct paraffin‑embedded 
blocks with separate slides. It is important to remember that, 
although the fragments are sent to the pathologist separately, 
they originate from the same region or lesions and should 
be assessed as a single lesion with a primary diagnosis. The 
findings are usually combined in one conclusion, as there may 

Figure 3. Calcifications with suspicious morphology. Digital zoom mam-
mographic projection images show calcifications associated with increasing 
risk for malignancy: (A) Coarse heterogeneous, (B) amorphous, (C) fine 
pleomorphic and (D) fine linear or fine linear branching.
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be some confusion when patients and, possibly, generalist 
physicians are confronted with the dichotomy of two distinct 
(and sometimes opposite) findings in the final report, since 
fragments without MCs often do not contain morphological 
indications of any malignant lesion.

It is crucial to identify MCs and report their presence in 
the pathology report, as it assures that the biopsied area was 
the actual target of the examination. When possible, it should 
be confirmed whether MCs are irregular or birefringent, 
delicate MCs. When the fragments labeled as ‘with MCs’ are 
microscopically analyzed, it may be the case that MCs are 
not easily identifiable, as they may lie deeper in the paraffin 
block, or they may be lost during sample processing, while 
certain technical measures mentioned below may resolve this 
problem (42).

Asking for subsequent sections of the block may be recom-
mended, particularly if the lesion appears to be benign or if 
it must be ascertained that the area of the MCs was sampled 
appropriately. For suspicious lesions, caution must be taken 
when leveling the block, as some of the putative lesion may be 
lost, or later immunohistochemical evaluation may be compro-
mised (43).

Large cysts with fluid secretion and benign entities 
commonly display irregular cavities, such as scar tissue and 
fat necrosis secretions associated with MCs, that disappear 
on histological examination. This may be due to the fact that 
they are lost during histological section preparation, because 
the MCs may not be rigidly attached to the tissues; therefore, 
after sectioning, they may no longer be identifiable on hema-
toxylin and eosin‑stained slides. When even deeper levels fail 
to demonstrate the remaining MCs in this scenario, an X‑ray 
of the blocks may be requested (Fig. 4B). The paraffin block 
X‑rays may reveal the MCs and ensure that the tissue sampled 

and embedded on the block in question is the targeted one, and 
if the paraffin block X‑ray image does not reveal any MCs, 
the conclusion is that they were likely lost during processing. 
A caution note must be included in the report when this is 
the case, so that clinicians can double‑check by performing 
a post‑procedure mammogram to determine whether the 
targeted MCs were removed entirely (38,39).

An alternative that may be very useful is to examine the 
hematoxylin and eosin‑stained slides obtained under polarized 
light, which may reveal evidence of type I MCs. It is crucial 
to remember that type I MCs are often associated with benign 
lesions, and any suspicion of malignancy must be checked 
out by performing detailed assessment and correlation with 
radiological aspects of the MCs (6,8)

In addition, locating the MCs may not always be the most 
significant challenge; instead, the challenge may lie with 
defining lesions according to width. Pleomorphic calcifications 
may be the only remaining feature of a previous DCIS lesion. 
Occasionally, DCIS may undergo regression with fibrosis and 
elastosis, and it may be challenging to locate viable epithelial 
cells to achieve a definitive diagnosis (6,8). Large fibrotic 
ducts with no apparent epithelial covering must be interpreted 
as suspicious if associated with significant central MCs. 
Subsequent levels of the block may reveal a suitable layer of 
representative ductal cells and facilitate the assessment (6,8).

7. MCs in breast cancer

MCs are associated with premalignant and proliferative 
breast disease, and their identification facilitates the preven-
tion of invasive disease. MCs may play a prognostic role in 
invasive carcinomas. Carcinomas with MCs appear to have 
worse outcomes compared with those without MCs (45). 
Furthermore, fine linear branching MCs have been asso-
ciated with worse outcomes compared with non‑linear 
MCs (3,31,42,43).

In invasive carcinomas, the presence of MCs confers 
worse outcome in terms of parameters such as 8‑year survival 
rate, tumor width and lymph node involvement (45). Since 
Tabár et al (46) examined the possible prognostic role of 
MCs in invasive breast cancer in 2000, several contribu-
tions have accumulated robust evidence to suggest that the 
presence of MCs, particularly those of the casting‑type 
morphology in invasive breast cancer, is associated with poor 
outcome, higher risk of mortality, propensity for recurrence 
and HER‑2‑positive status. Among these studies are robust 
meta‑analyses pooling odds ratios from more extensive 
series (47‑49).

These concepts may shed light on the substantial impor-
tance of identifying MCs within an invasive tumor on 
pathological reports, even when doing so does not appear to 
be relevant information in the context of an already invasive 
nodular lesion. Since the presence, composition and type of 
MCs in breast lesions may influence the outcome, it is crucial 
that the presence and morphological characteristics of MCs 
are accurately reported to direct appropriate treatment deci-
sion‑making. Some challenging prospective clinical studies 
in low‑grade and intermediate‑grade DCIS (such as LORIS, 
LORD and COMET) are testing the hypothesis of conserva-
tive treatment alternatives for such lesions (11,47‑49).

Figure 4. (A) X‑ray image of fragments obtained in breast biopsies. 
(B) Paraffin block X‑ray may detect some of the MCs (white circles) and 
assure that the tissue sampled and embedded still contains the MCs. MCs, 
microcalcifications.
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8. MCs in specific clinical scenarios

MCs in high‑density breast tissue. Diffusely dense breasts 
may be challenging to analyze on mammography, and some 
efforts have been made to improve the visualization of MCs 
on ultrasound imaging. However, the poor reproducibility of 
this method and limitations inherent to ultrasonic detection 
systems remain impediments to adequate implementation (50).

MCs in young patients. As most screening guidelines 
generally exclude women aged <40 years, few studies have 
verified the characteristics of breast MCs in young patients. 
This is more frequent in Asia. Fushimi et al (51) reviewed 
403 mammograms from patients younger than 40 years and 
compared them to older patients (aged 40‑74 years). Women 
aged <40 years were more likely to be recalled for MCs rather 
than for nodular lesions. The most frequent MC forms were 
small round and segmental MCs.

MCs in male breasts. In men, breast lesions are usually 
radiographically examined after the appearance of clinical 
symptoms and, therefore, MCs are not the first sign as in 
screening mammograms in women. Breast lesions in men 
were found to be associated with MC in 29% of cases reported 
by Mathew et al (52). However, they are not typically the main 
index of suspicion. In men, MCs are associated with benign as 
well as malignant lesions and they are less numerous, coarser 
and rounder compared with those in female breast tissue. Fat 
necrosis after trauma is a common benign cause associated 
with dystrophic MCs in men (52).

MCs in the neoadjuvant setting. Invasive carcinomas with and 
without in situ components may contain MCs associated with 
the extension of the original lesion; however, these are not a 
reliable source of information regarding the amount of viable 
tumor tissue following neoadjuvant therapy. According to the 
tumor response to neoadjuvant treatment and the presence 
of necrosis and fibrosis, the number and extent of MCs may 
remain stable, decrease, or sometimes even increase (52,53). 
Previous studies concluded that the pattern of MCs after neoad-
juvant therapy on mammography and MRI examination tended 
to overestimate the true extent of the remaining pathological 
lesion (52,53).

Most authors have found no significant association between 
complete pathological response and MC patterns following 
neoadjuvant therapy. There is also evidence of MCs being 
associated with benign changes in this setting (54). As a result, 
complete excision of all indeterminate or suspicious calcifica-
tions remains the standard practice (55).

9. Conclusions

The importance of MCs in cancer detection has become 
apparent over the last 20 years. With novel digital and 
technological detection methods being made available, the 
percentage of detected cases bearing MCs has increased. 
Currently, 30‑50% of non‑palpable breast cancers are detected 
solely by MC identification on mammography (2‑4). However, 
MCs represent a challenge regarding detection and interpre-
tation. Therefore, radiological and pathological evaluations 

and expertise in pathoradiological correlations are crucial for 
accurately diagnosing these lesions. Contributions in this field 
are crucial to enhance the accuracy of the interpretation of 
radiological and pathological findings. The type and compo-
sition of MCs, including determination of their biochemical 
nature, could improve their predictive value. Novel potential 
markers of malignancy in breast lesions may be uncovered 
from the MC profile in the future.
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